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Chapter 1

Introduction

We have been conducting a research program using antiprotons at CERN (Euro-
pean Organization for Nuclear Research) which is located in the suburbs of Geneva
in Switzerland. CERN can mainly supply high energy protons to various exper-
iments of accelerator science using LHC like ATLAS and CMS, etc. They are
well-known for their discoveries of the Higgs boson in recent years. On the other
hand, the experiments of antimatter science are performed at AD (Antiproton De-
celerator) in CERN. AD is unique in its ability to provide low energy antiprotons,
and many physics research groups in the world have been working there for the
purpose of studying the antimatter science. ASACUSA (Atomic Spectroscopy And
Collisions Using Slow Antiprotons) is one of the antimatter research groups, which
has been engaged in studies using slow antiprotons, which includes the atomic col-
lision experiment using ultraslow antiprotons, the antiprotonic-helium experiment,
the antihydrogen experiment using the CUSP trap and others. We are working as
a part of the ASACUSA collaboration with a unique MUSASHI (Monoenergetic
Ultra Slow Antiproton Source for High-precision Investigation) apparatus. We
have been developing various techniques toward the production and spectroscopy
of antihydrogen aiming at the test of CPT symmetry.

1.1 Hydrogen and Antihydrogen
A particle and its antiparticle in theory have the same mass, life time, charge
and magnetic moment except their signs. This is derived from the CPT theorem:

Figure 1.1: A schematic drawing of a hydrogen and an antihydrogen.
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when the three conversions of Charge, Parity, Time, are operated to the world at
the same time, physical processes of the converted world are completely the same
as those of the primary world. Antihydrogen, which consists of antiproton and
positron, is a counterpart of hydrogen. It is the simplest antiatom as hydrogen
is the simplest atom of all. The antihydrogen is the only antiatom that can be
created by experiment. Various physical quantities of hydrogen atom have been
measured in high precision. According to the CPT symmetry, they should be the
same as those of antihydrogen completely. If any differences between hydrogen
and antihydrogen are found, we can raise a question to the authenticity of the
fundamentals of the quantum physics. Now we have focused on the hyperfine
structure (HFS) of ground-state antihydrogen. That of hydrogen has measured by
the maser experiment with high precision[1][2] as

νHFS = 1 420 405 751.766 7(9) Hz. (1.1)

The νHFS of antihydrogen should be the same as that of hydrogen in theory based
on CPT symmetry. We aim to test CPT symmetry from a comparison of hydrogen
and antihydrogen in terms of the hyperfine structure of their ground states.

Figure 1.2(a) shows a conceptual diagram of hyperfine structure splitting in B
= 0. The energy level of ground state is split into two. Furthermore, Figure
1.2(b) shows a conceptual diagram of Zeeman splitting. Under a magnetic field
environment, the energy level of the ground-state are split into four. Two of them
are called Low field seekers. They move toward an area of lower magnetic field.
The other two are called High field seekers, which move toward an area of higher
magnetic field.

(a) (b)

Figure 1.2: A conceptual diagram of (a)GS-HFS (ground state hyperfine struc-
ture) and (b)Zeeman structure in magnetic field.
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1.2 Antihydrogen experiment using CUSP trap

A schematic view of the experiment is shown in Figure 1.3.

1.2.1 Setup and procedure

PS, AD and RFQD

Protons accelerated to 26 GeV/c are extracted from Proton Synchrotron and ir-
radiated on an Ir target placed at the entrance of the AD. Then antiprotons are
created by pair creation (p+p → p+p+p+p̄). They are collected by a magnetic
horn and injected into AD to be decelerated from 2.6 GeV to 5.3 MeV and cooled
by using stochastic cooling and electron cooling technique. For further decelera-
tion, a Radio Frequency Quadrupole Decelerator (RFQD) is placed. The RFQD
decelerated the antiprotons down to 120 keV. Thus slow antiprotons are injected
into the MUSASHI trap through degrader foils.

MUSASHI trap

MUSASHI trap is located after RFQD to capture the antiprotons. MUSASHI
consists of two components: a superconducting solenoid to generate a strong mag-
netic field along the beam-axis and the Multi-Ring Electrodes (MRE) to make a
harmonic electrostatic potential. The setup allows to form the Penning-Malmberg
type trap[3] and thus trap charged particles stably. We adopt the electron cooling
technique to cool down trapped antiprotons. Prior to the injection of antipro-
tons, electrons are stored in the trap. Because of the strong magnetic field and
their small mass, the electrons quickly lose their energy by synchrotron radiation.
When antiprotons are stored in the trap, their energy loss rate due to synchrotron
radiation is negligible because of their heavy mass. But they lose their energy by
Coulomb scattering with electrons, and heated electrons are cooled by synchrotron
radiation. This electron cooling process brings antiprotons’s energy down to sev-
eral eV.

Positron accumulator

Positrons are produced by radioactive decay (β+ decay) of a 22Na source. They are
extracted to the positron accumulator which also consists of both a combination
of a superconducting solenoid and a MRE. They lose their energy by N2 buffer gas
cooling and synchrotron radiation. At last they are captured in the extremum of
the harmonic potential.
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CUSP trap

CUSP trap consists of two components: a superconducting anti-helmholtz coil to
make a cusp-formed non-uniform magnetic field and a MRE to make a nested-well
potential configuration (see in Fig1.4). In order to produce antihydrogen atoms,
at first positrons are transported from the e+ accumulator and trapped in the
CUSP by an harmonic potential. Prior to the antiproton transportation from the
MUSASHI, the potential is formed into the nested-well potential. Transported
antiprotons lose their energy by interactions with the positrons. Although the
positrons are heated up through the interactions, they quickly lose their energy by
synchrotron radiation. Both particles are after all cooled down. When a velocity
of the positron matches an atomic orbital velocity, the antiproton can capture the
positron. Then antihydrogen atom is produced.

As mentioned before, if the energy level of produced antihydrogen is a ground-
state, the level is split into LFS or HFS. When produced antihydrogen atoms are
low field seekers, they are extracted downstream of the CUSP by the magnetic
field.

Hyperfine spectrometer line

In order to perform a ground-state hyperfine spectroscopy, a microwave cavity,
a sextupole magnet and a antihydrogen detector are installed downstream of the
CUSP trap. The Antihydrogen LFS beam is focused by the sextupole magnet so
that they can be detected on the H̄ detector. However if the frequency generated
by the microwave cavity matches with the ground-state hyperfine frequency, the
direction of magnetic moment of antihydrogen atom flips upside down and LFS
state is transformed into HFS state at the cavity. The HFS beam is diverged by
the sextupole magnet, therefore the counts of the antihydrogen detector decrease.
We can obtain an estimated value of hyperfine frequency by seeking the precise
value of the microwave frequency at which the counts of the antihydrogen detector
is at the minimum. We will seek for two transition frequencies: π1 and σ1 shown
in Figure ??. From equation (1.2) the hyperfine frequency in B = 0 T field can be
calculated[4].

σ1 −
2(π1 − σ1)

2

σ1

(1.2)
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Figure 1.3: Experimental setup of ASACUSA-MUSASHI CUSP experiment (The
cavity is not shown in this figure).
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1.2.2 Result of the antihydrogen experiment

We have succeeded in producing and detecting antihydrogen atoms in the CUSP
trap by using Field Ionization Method[5][6]. An electric potential curve used in
this method is shown in the Figure 1.4. There is a so-called nested well potential.
Positrons were trapped in the center of the well, which antiprotons are spread over
the nested well region. Once antihydrogen atoms are produced in the mixing, they
fly out from the potential because they are neutral. Then a part of them can reach
the field-ionization well (FIW) at the downstream side. Due to the strong electric
field of the FIW, some of the high Rydberg state atoms reaching the FIW can be
re-ionized. Their antiprotons are captured at the FIW and accumulated.
We have employed an annihilation position detector which has been developed in
Brescia university. It consists of 4 XY-modules, each made of plastic scintillation
bars which are 96 cm long, with a rectangular section of 1.5 × 1.9 cm2. 2 modules
are placed on each side of the CUSP trap, as shown in Figure 1.3. The detector
vertex resolution for Z coordinate is around 5-6 cm, and for X-Y it is possibly
equal or larger than the size of the MRE[7]. By using this detector, the number
of accumulated antiprotons in the FIW can be counted. Furthermore, with an
assumption of isotropic angular distribution of produced antihydrogen atoms, the
total number of those antihydrogen atoms at the nested well can be estimated. In
the previous experiment, we estimated that antihydrogen atoms of 7 × 103 were
produced in the mixing with antiprotons of 3× 105 and positrons of 3× 106 [5].

Field Ionization Well Method

H

FIW

Figure 1.4: Distributions of a nested-well potential configuration and a FIW
potential.[5].
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At the same time, antiproton annihilation distribution at the nested well is also
measured by the annihilation position detector, which is shown in Figure 1.5.
Annihilations were observed until 120 s after antiproton injection. In the first 60
s, the peak of reconstructed distribution corresponded to the center of the nested
well in which the antiprotons should be trapped. However, in the last 60 s, the
peak was divided into two, they seemed to correspond the positions of the local
maximum point of the nested well. This would indicate that antiprotons lost their
energy because of some interactions with positrons and stayed only at the local
maximum. Then they were annihilated by the collision with the residual gases.
We should find out the reaction of mixing process in detail toward an effective
antihydrogen formation.
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Figure 1.5: A distribution of annihilation signals mixing for 120 s[8]. The data
was taken by an annihilation position detector.

1.2.3 Requirement of a new annihilation position detector

As described in the prior subsection, we have the annihilation position detector.
But its vertex resolution is not so high. Thus we actually do not know whether
the annihilation happens in the center of MRE or on the wall of MRE. Moreover,
although an assumption of isotropic angular distribution of produced antihydrogen
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atoms was taken into account to estimate the number of antihydrogen atoms in
the FIW method, we are not sure if this assumption is true or not.

In order to make a further study, we developed a new annihilation position detector
which has a higher resolution of vertex reconstruction. Because of its achievable
high resolution and spacial limitation of the place where the detector should be
mounted, cylindrically-shaped MicroMEGAS detector has been adopted as a new
annihilation position detector. According to a vertex simulation, its resolution
can reach 1 cm for both r and z directions so that it will be able to identify two
kinds of annihilation: one at the center of MRE with residual gases; another on
the MRE wall after antihydrogen atoms are produced.

Figure 1.6 shows a procedure of vertex reconstruction by the new annihilation
position detector.

Annihilation position detector

Annihilation

Hits

Cold bore

Passage 

MRE wall
Reconstructed vertex position

Tracking Tracking

Tracking

Figure 1.6: A schematic drawing of avertex reconstruction with a new annihila-
tion position detector. Several pions are released from antiproton annihilations.
Two pion tracking detectors detect passages of the pions. The passages are fitted
by using a tracking algorithm. Then a vertex position which should correspond to
the annihilation position is obtained by reconstructing.
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Chapter 2

Theory of the passage of particles
through matter

2.1 Bethe-Bloch formula

Flying charged particles such as proton, pion and muon are interacted with elec-
trons in matter by Coulomb force. These particles scatter atomic electrons in
matter and lose their energy. A part of this energy is converted into the kinetic
energy of the atoms in matter while another part of this energy can ionize and ex-
cite those atoms. This energy loss per unit length is called stopping power, which
can be described as the Bethe-Bloch formula[9],

−dE

dx
= 2πNAr

2
emec

2ρ
Z

a

z2

β2

[
ln

(
2meγ

2v2Wmax

I2

)
− 2β2 − δ − 2

C

Z

]
, (2.1)

where re and me are the classical electron radius and mass, NA is the Avogadro’s
number, Z and A are the atomic number and mass number, ρ is the density of
absorbing material, I is the mean excitation potential, Wmax is the maximum en-
ergy transfer in a single collision. δ and C are the density and the shell corrections
which depend on the particle energies.

Figure 2.1 shows the energy loss of a flying charged particle calculated from the
Bethe-Bloch formula. According to this figure, the energy loss reaches minimum
at βγ ∼ 3 for muon and pion in every material. Particle with such energies is
known as a minimum ionizing particle (MIP).
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Figure 2.1: An energy loss of a flying charged particle in various materials cal-
culated from the Bethe-Bloch formula[10].

2.2 Gas ionization by charged particles

The excitation and the ionization are the relevant interaction processes for mini-
mum ionizing particles in MicroMEGAS. A charged particle itself ionizes the de-
tector gas in the primary ionization. Some of the ejected electrons have sufficient
energy to further ionize the gas in the secondary ionization. In general, the total
number of electron-ion pairs can be calculated by

NT =
∆E

WI

, (2.2)

where NT is the total number of electron-ion pairs, ∆E is the energy loss per unit
length, WI is the average energy per ion pair.

For the mixture gas, consisting of two gases i and j with a particle number fraction
of a and 1−a, respectively, the total number of electron-ion pairs can be calculated
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by

NT = NT,i · a+NT,j · (1− a) =
∆E

WI,i

· a+ ∆E

WI,j

· (1− a). (2.3)

Table 2.1 shows the properties of various relevant gases for gaseous detector. From
this list, by calculating the total number of produced electrons, detectable charges
on the strips after amplification with gain of ∼105(nominal value for gaseous de-
tectors) can be estimated. For example, the total number of electrons produced
in the mixture of Ar:iC4H10=90:10 in 3 mm is given by the equation (2.3) and the
Table 2.1 as

NT = (97× 0.9 + 220× 0.1)× 3

10
= 32.8. (2.4)

Therefore for the minimum ionization particle, detectable amplified charges, Q, is
expressed with the total number of electron-ion pairs, NT , the amplification gain,
G, and the elementary charge, e, which is calculated as

Q = NT ·G · e (2.5)

= 32.8× 105 × 1.6 · 10−19 ∼ 500 fC. (2.6)

Gas Density, EX EI WI dE/dx|min NP NT

mg cm−3 eV eV eV keV cm−1 cm−1 cm−1

He 0.179 9.8 24.6 41.3 0.32 3.5 8
Ar 1.66 11.6 15.7 26 2.53 25 97
iC4H10 2.49 6.5 10.6 26 5.67 90 220
CO2 1.84 7.0 13.8 34 3.35 35 100

Table 2.1: Properties of gases at NTP(20 ◦C, 1 atom)[11]. EX , EI : first exci-
tation, ionization energy; WI : average energy per ion pair; dE/dx|min, NP , NT :
differential energy loss, primary and total number of electron-ion pairs per cm, for
unit charge minimum ionizing particles.

2.3 Muon in cosmic rays

The cosmic rays which can be observed at ground level mainly consist of muons.
The proportion of the number of muons in the cosmic rays at ground level is more
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than 80%. Thus most of the cosmic-ray-derived backgrounds for a particle tracking
detector are muon particles. These muon-abundant cosmic rays are originated
from so-called primary cosmic rays produced in far-distant supernova explosions
which mainly consist of protons rather than muons. When the primary cosmic
rays come into the earth, they collide with nitrogen or oxygen molecules int the
earth’s atmospheres, then charged pions are created by nuclear interaction. Since
created charged pions decay rapidly because of their short lifetime, muons, which
have relatively long lifetime, are produced at an altitude of 15 km and can reach
the ground.

The observed muons at the sea level has a mean energy around 4 GeV and a flat
energy distribution below 1 GeV. At sea level, the integral intensity of vertical
muons above 1 GeV/c is about 70 m−2s−1sr−1[12], which is well-known as the
number of 1 cm−2min−1 for horizontal plane. Also the dependence of the angular
distribution for incident muons is in proportion of cos2 θ, where θ is the zenith
angle. This means that the number of muons decreases with their increasing
incident angle.
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Chapter 3

Principle of MicroMEGAS
detector

MicroMEGAS (Micro-MEsh GASeous) detector has contributed in various exper-
iments, since suggested by Y. Giomataris and colleagues in 1996[13]. In recent
years, a technology of so-called bulk MicroMEGAS enabled to make a large-area
MicroMEGAS for a massive experiment like ATLAS. A new technology to make
cylindrical shaped MicroMEGAS is employed for MicroMEGAS at ASACUSA.

In this chapter, the principle of MicroMEGAS detector is described. In section
2.1, the operating principle MicroMEGAS detector is described with a schematic
drawing. In section 2.2, we explain about general gases used for MicroMEGAS
detector.

3.1 Operating principle of MicroMEGAS

Figure 3.1 is a schematic drawing of the principle of MicroMEGAS detector. Mi-
croMEGAS is a kind of micro pattern gaseous detector, which consists of numer-
ous micro strips printed on a circuit board. Specific gases should be put into
MicroMEGAS so that electrons can be produced via ionization by charged parti-
cles passing through the detector. The electrons drift to a MicroMesh, and with
a certain transparency they transport into the amplification region, where their
signal is amplified by a factor of ∼ 104-105. The amplified avalanche creates an
electric signal on the strips which can be sampled by the front-end electronics.
Owing to many strips with small intervals, single hit resolution of MicroMEGAS
is in the order of 200-300 µm at nominal operation and without magnetic field.
Therefore we can obtain the information on the position where the particle passes
through. Furthermore, locating two MicroMEGAS hits in a certain distance makes
it possible to track the passing of the particle.
MicroMEGAS consists of 3 types of electrodes, which are described below.

• Drift cathode
is a flat electrode. Negative high voltage is applied so that the Drift region,
which is between the cathode and the Mesh, is in an electric field. Electrons
produced in the Drift region drift towards the MicroMesh
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• MicroMesh
is a transparent mesh electrode, held at a less negative potential, which sep-
arates the Drift region from the Amplification region, where electron multi-
plication happens due to the high electric field. The MicroMesh is made of
nickel and manufactured by a method of electroforming.

• Anode strips
are gold-coated cooper strips.The general thickness a strip is 5 μm. The
pitch of the strips is 840 μm. These strips are connected to the DREAM
electronics read-out and kept at ground potential. Electrons multiplied in
Amplification region are detected and processed through the DREAM elec-
tronics.

particle

3mm

100μm

Ionization+Drift region

Amplification region

E= 8 kV/cm

E= 40 kV/cm

pre-amp
Monitor

Drift Cathode

MicroMesh

Anode Strips

gas: Ar + iC4H5

Figure 3.1: A schematic drawing of the principle of the MicroMEGAS.

Figure 3.2 shows a map of the electric field lines around the MicroMesh. In general,
electric field in the amplification region is required set to be 5 times higher than
that in drift region, otherwise produced primary electrons cannot go through the
mesh[14].
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Figure 3.2: A general map of an electric field lines around MicroMesh. (50 µm
step, 37 µm diameter of the openings)[14].
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3.2 Gases used for MicroMEGAS

The purpose of optimizing the ratio of gas mixture is to provide a good hit reso-
lution of the detector (small avalanche spread at the strips) and high gas amplifi-
cation (large, detectable signal).
MicroMEGAS is filled with specific mixed gases and they are flowing continuously.
These specific gases generally consist of two kinds of gases, one is noble gas and
another is polyatomic molecule which is called quencher gas.

• Noble gas

Noble gas accounts for more than 90% of the introduced gas because of its
low electron affinity. If produced electrons combine with other gases in Drift
region, electrons doesn’t come to the anode strips. Therefore, inactive gas is
preferred for the gaseous detector.

• Quencher gas

Large number of primary electrons provide larger signal. Also fast drift and
low diffusion is needed to achieve good detector hit resolution. Fast ion mo-
bility is needed for quick clearance of positive ions to inhibit space charge
effects. This is achieved by polyatomic gas (isobutane, iC4H10), which pro-
vide large number of primaries and helps reducing the number of collisions,
and absorbs UV photons emitted by the excited atoms. The UV can produce
some unexpected electrons, which leads to a signal diffusion. Several % of
polyatomic gas is generally introduced into MicroMEGAS detector to fulfill
the role.

Photon

Figure 3.3: A schematic drawing of the role of Ar gas and quencher gases.
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Chapter 4

ASACUSA MicroMEGAS
Tracker

We have been developing the ASACUSA MicroMEGAS Tracker (AMT) closely
collaborating with CEA Saclay MicroMEGAS team. In August 2014, the AMT
detector was installed into the antihydrogen experiment successfully. Mainly due
to the limited space inside the magnet in which AMT has been installed, several
architectural requirements had been considered. Eventually the AMT detector
with many remarkable features was produced to meet the requirements. During
the production, various brand-new technologies which have never been used before
were employed such as;

1. cylindrical shaped detector with two layers

2. 3D printed frames

3. new print pattern of strips

4. smaller than other detectors

Success with these techniques would contribute not only to ASACUSA experiment
but also to other various experiments.

In this chapter, all the components of the AMT system are described. In section
4.1, the structure of our MicroMEGAS is described. In section 4.2, the trigger
scintillator system is described. In section 4.3, the electronics of the AMT is de-
scribed. In section 4.4, the gas mixture in use and the gas handling system are
described.

During the beamtime in 2014, we had only used an upside part of Mi-
croMEGAS as a half-cylindrical AMT.
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4.1 Structure of AMT

4.1.1 Structure

The AMT consists of two cylindrical MicroMEGAS: inner cylinder and outer cylin-
der. Each cylinder was split into two such as upside half-cylinder and downside
half-cylinder. Therefore the AMT consists of four half-cylindrical MicroMEGAS
layers: upside inner layer, upside outer layer, downside inner layer and downside
outer layer. An assembly drawing and design drawings of the half-cylindrical lay-
ers are shown in Figure 4.1, 4.2 and 4.3.

As seen in these drawings, the length along z-axis is roughly 70 cm, of which
roughly 40 cm is active area (described in the following subsection). The radius
of each inner and outer layer at the planning phase is 78.5 mm and 88.5 mm,
respectively. Thus the interval of the layers is 1 cm. Because the AMT had to be
mounted in a limited space between a stainless cold bore and a bore of the double
CUSP magnet (described in the following subsection), the layers whose interval
is only 1 cm had to be manufactured although a general interval of two layers is
much larger to obtain a high vertex resolution.
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Figure 4.2: Design drawings of AMT detector(2).
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Figure 4.3: Design drawings of AMT detector(3).
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After all four layers were assembled, the AMT looked cylindrical-shaped appear-
ance as shown in Figure 4.4. Brown areas shown in both pictures are AMT active
areas on which numerous strips are mounted to detect signals. In the picture (b),
we can see scintillator bars mounted on the inner layer. The scintillators are cov-
ering the active areas of the outer and inner layers. We use the scintillators as a
triggering system (described in a following section in detail).

(a) A picture of the cylindrical-shaped AMT
after assembling.

(b) A picture of outer and inner layers with
scintillators.

Figure 4.4: Pictures of a cylindrical-shaped AMT detector.

3D printed plastic
frame support

Gas inlets
Active area

Hitachi cable

Scintillator bars

Gas outlets

Hitachi cable
connectors

Gas pipe

Figure 4.5: CAD illustrations of an AMT detector, which shows many connec-
tions.
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As seen in Figure 4.5, many connectors and various kinds of cables are connected
to upstream and downstream edges; HV cables for mesh and cathode, GND lines,
gas tubes of inlet and outlet, optical fibers used for scintillators and multi micro-
coaxial cables (Figure 4.6(a)) for readout of strips. Connections of this complex
design to other structures is completely fixed by using 3D printed frames (Figure
4.6(b)).

Figure 4.6: (a)A picture of 2m long micro-coaxial cable(Hitachi cable)[15][16].
(b)A picture of 3D printed frame on which Hitachi cables are connected.

Figure 4.7 shows a picture of an experimental setup in 2014. The AMT has
installed inside the CUSP magnet. Next to the CUSP magnet, we have prepared
a rack on which all handling system of the AMT have been mounted, such as a
gas operation, NIM modules, FEU boards, interlock and other electronics.

Figure 4.7: A picture of the experimental setup of AMT.
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4.1.2 Installation into the Double CUSP magnet

A Double CUSP magnet (we call it “CUSP” in this thesis) was also developed and
installed into the experiment before the beamtime in 2014 together with the AMT,
which is shown in Figure 4.8(a). The previous CUSP magnet was replaced with it
for its improvement of focusing performance of antihydrogen beam and a reduction
of the leakage of magnetic field. It has three superconducting coils to which the
electric currents of alternately-opposite directions are applied as shown in Figure
4.8(b). By this way, a cusp magnetic field is created in two regions between each
neighbor coils. That is, the double CUSP magnet consists of two anti-helmholtz
coils, which enables us to obtain doubly-focused antihydrogen beam.

(a)

Il Ic Ir

B

BrBl

Bc

(b)

Figure 4.8: Illustrations of (a)the double CUSP magnet, (b)its superconducting
coils and created magnetic field.

The double CUSP coils have been completely covered with its magnetic shield to
reduce the leakage of magnetic field outside. The length of the shield is 650 mm.
The inner diameter of the shield is 200 mm. The AMT mounted on a cold bore has
been installed inside the magnet, that is, the AMT is placed between the chamber
and inner side of the magnet structure. Figure 4.9 shows a position relation among
the AMT, the double CUSP magnet and its magnetic field. The relation was
precisely determined from a calibration measurement, which is described in chapter
6. Each layer of the AMT is influenced by non-uniform magnetic field generated
by the CUSP, a part of which is placed in the strong magnetic field. Table 4.1 is
a list of parameters of the double CUSP magnet.
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Figure 4.9: An illustration of the position relation among AMT, CUSP magnet
and its magnetic field.

Parameter Coil (left) Coil (center) Coil (right)

z position (mm) -180 0 180

Width (mm) 100 200 100

Inner radius (mm) 135 135 135

Outer radius (mm) 217.1 217.1 217.1

Number of turns (mm) 10143 20384 10143

Material(Superconducting coil) Nb-Ti, Cu

Material(Magnetic shield) SS400, SUS304, SUS316L

Table 4.1: A list of parameters of Double CUSP magnet[17].
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4.1.3 PCB layer

A printed circuit board (PCB) is one of the most important components of Mi-
croMEGAS, which is assembled with cathode electrode and MicroMesh. The re-
gion between MicroMesh and PCB layer is in a high electric field. Numerous
position-sensitive strips are printed on PCB, the hit position of charged particles
can be determined by detecting amplified electrons arriving onto the microstrips.
As described in previous section, the cylindrical AMT has four layers of Mi-
croMEGAS: upside inner and outer layers, downside inner and outer layer. So
we have four PCB layers as well. In 2014 we had used AMT as half-cylindrical
AMT. Thus the AMT has only upside inner and outer PCB layers. Figure 4.10 is
a top view of one of the PCB layers in use.

870μｍ

87
0μ

ｍ

40cm (448channels)

20cm
 (248channels)

Inner layer PCB layout
C strips: 448, 7 Hitachi connectors 
Z strips: 248, 4 Hitachi connectors
Pitch: 870μm

Hitachi connectorsActive area

C strip (Red vertical line)
Z strip (Purple horizontal line)

Cu
rve

d

Figure 4.10: Microstrip pattern on the PCB layer.

The printed pattern of strips is an unique layout for AMT, which has never been
used before. This layout enables us to determine a hit position two dimensionally
with using one PCB layer. This means that strips on horizontal line (Purple line)
and strips on vertical line (Red line) are printed perpendicularly on one layer. The
horizontal ones are printed on one side of the layer and the others are printed on
the other side of the layer. Also small-square pixels are printed throughout one
side of the layer, with which strips on both sides are connected electrically. But
each strip on both layers are isolated electrically. When the pads receive charges of
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amplified electrons, induced voltages are read out by the strips in both directions.
The horizontal line in Figure 4.10 is a straight line along z-axis so that we call it
Z-strip(Z-direction). On inner layer there are 228 Z-strips and on outer layer there
are 248 Z-strips. On the other hand, the vertical line in the figure is a curved
line along the circumference of the layer so that we call it C-strip(C-direction).
There are 448 C-strips on both layer. The pitch size of the strips is 870 µm. The
curvatures of outer and inner layer in the basic design phase are r = 87.5 mm and
r = 77.5 mm, respectively.

Hit resolution

The hit resolution is calculated from the pitch size of the strips. As seen in Figure
4.11, charges from a particle on a shaded area are read out by the strip on x0. The
standard divination σx is calculated from equation below:

σ2
x =

∫ x0+
d
2

x0− d
2

(x− x0)
2P (x)dx, (4.1)

where P (x) is the probability when the strip reads outs charges on x. In the case
of the uniform distribution, P (x) = 1/d. So,

σ2
x =

∫ x0+
d
2

x0− d
2

(x− x0)
2 · 1

d
dx (4.2)

=
1

d

[
1

3
(x− x0)

3

]x0+
d
2

x0− d
2

(4.3)

=
d2

12
. (4.4)

Therefore,

σx =
d√
12

. (4.5)

Since the pitch size of the strips is 870 µm, the theoretical hit resolution becomes
250 µm.

x0 - x0+x0
x

strips
charges

d
2

d
2

Figure 4.11: A schematic drawing of the resolution of hit. Charges in the shaded
area are read out by the strip in the centre.
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We have outer and inner layers. In what follows, we call them Rmax and Rmin,
respectively. We have Z-strip and C-strip on each layer. Thus there are four pro-
jections. For the convenience, we call them RmaxZ, RmaxC, RminZ and RminC,
from their combination. Table 4.2 is a list of parameters of the PCB layers. Figure
4.12 is pictures of PCB layers before and after assembly.

Parameter Outer layer(Rmax) Inner layer(Rmin)

Number of Z strips 288 248

Number of C strips 448 448

Active area (cm2) 970 840

Radius (mm) 87.5 77.5

Pitch (µm) 870

Hit resolution (µm) 250

Table 4.2: A list of characteristic values of the AMT microstrip structure.

(a) A picture of a raw PCB
layer.

(b) A picture of the PCB af-
ter bulking and curving.

Figure 4.12: Pictures of a PCB layer.
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4.2 Scintillator and trigger system

4.2.1 Principle of scintillator and PMT

A plastic scintillator is often used on a gaseous tracking detector as a triggering sys-
tem. It is made of polystyrene-based solvent and adequate amount of anthracene.
Advantages of using a plastic scintillator are its fast light emission and its inex-
pensive price. From this aspect, it is often used for various particle physics.

Molecules and atoms in a scintillator are ionized and excited by a charged particle
passing through it. When these excited molecules or atoms are de-excited, scin-
tillation light is emitted equivalent of residual kinetic energy. The wavelength of
scintillation light depends on materials of the scintillator, though usually plastic
scintillator have a blue light emission. These scintillation light can be detected by
the Photo Multiplier Tube (PMT) which is connected to the end of the scintillator.
However, PMT also has an unique absorption wavelength. If these emission and
absorption wavelengths do not match, some small scintillation signals might be
lost and trigger efficiency gets unsatisfactory. To avoid this, it should be taken
into account to match these emission and absorption wavelengths. If required,
so-called wavelength shift fiber is generally used to match both wavelengths.

Fig 4.13 shows a schematic drawing of the configuration of scintillator, PMT and
wavelength shift fiber. Wavelength shift fiber is a thin, long fiber embedded in
the surface of the scintillator. The material of the wavelength shift fiber absorbs a
scintillation light and re-emits light which has a wavelength that corresponding to
the absorption wavelength of PMT. Then the re-emitted lights are detected by the
PMT efficiently. Furthermore, there is one more utility of usage of the wavelength
shift fiber. It enables to transfer the light for long distance with little transmission
loss.

Wavelength shift fiber

Figure 4.13: A schematic drawing of a principle of a scintillator.
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As shown in Fig 4.14, when photocathode in the PMT gets a scintillation light,
electrons are emitted by the photoelectric effect. Those electrons are accelerated
in the electric field. They collide with the first dynode, which produces secondary
electrons. All of them are accelerated again and collide with the second, third
dynode, which eventually multiplies electrons by a factor of ∼ 105, then signals
are read out.

Figure 4.14: A drawing of a principle of PMT[18].

4.2.2 Scintillator bars for trigger system

The role of scintillator for gaseous detector is to provide a trigger signal of particles
which pass though the scintillators. Figure 4.15 and 4.16 show a configuration of
scintillators of the AMT triggering system. The scintillators are located between
inner and outer layer. As seen in the figures, 4 scintillator bars in upper side and

NE
NNENNW

NW

SW
SSW SSE

SE

dead area

dead area

Figure 4.15: A configuration drawing of plastic scintillator segments of AMT.
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SE

SW

SSESSW

x
y z

Outer layer
Inner layer
Scintillator bars

MRE

(a) (b)

Figure 4.16: A schematic drawing of the configuration of scintillator bars.
(a)Passage of cosmic ray. (b)Passage of pions originated form antiproton anni-
hilation.

the other 4 in down side are mounted at the same interval, that are shaped along
the circumference. Each of them is named for the compass like NE or SSW from
upstream sight. They are completely fixed at the limited space and they have few
dead areas, that is, most of the circumference of the cylinder are covered with those
8 scintillator bars. There is only the dead area of 3 cm which is small as compared
to the total circumference of 50 cm. As seen in Figure 4.16(a), in principle 2-fold
coincidence should be taken as a trigger for the particle comes from outside like
cosmic rays. On the other hand, since 2-4 pions, produced by the annihilation of
antiproton/anti-hydrogen inside CUSP, should pass the layer at the same time,
the condition of more than 2-fold coincidence should be better as a trigger shown
in Figure 4.16(b).

Figure 4.17 shows a cross-sectional drawing of a scintillator bar and a wavelength
shift fiber. Figure 4.18 shows two pictures of a plastic scintillator bar. The length,

2 mm 1 mm

2 mm 3 mm

Figure 4.17: A cross-sectional drawing of a scintillator bar and a wavelength
shift fiber.
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the width and the thickness of a scintillator bar are 42 cm, 7 cm, 3 mm, respectively,
and the bar is a bit curved. In addition each scintillator bar has a small groove
along the length whose depth and width are 2 mm, respectively. The wavelength
shift fiber is glued inside the groove, which diameter is 1 mm. The length of the
fiber is 2 m. The other side is connected to an anode of a PMT. The fiber is
sheathed with a black material to avoid external light pollution. The scintillator
bar on which the fiber has been equipped is wrapped with a material which is
coated an reflective foil on scintillator side for an effective light collection and a
black sheet on the other side to avoid external light pollution.

The light emitted inside the scintillator is absorbed by the fiber. Then the fiber
reemits wavelength-shifted light. The light is guided inside toward the PMT.

(a) (b)

Figure 4.18: Pictures of scintillator bars used for AMT triggering system. We
can see a curved scintillator bar, a groove along the length and an optical fiber.

Figure 4.19 shows a theoretical emission spectra and a measured emission spectra
of the scintillator in use[19]. The measured wavelength of maximum emission
was 426 nm, which corresponded to the theoretical value. Also the curve of the
measured spectra was roughly the same as theoretical one. The various parameters
of the scintillator are listed on Table 4.3.
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Figure 4.19: Emission spectra of the scintillator in use. (a)A theoretical emission
spectra[20] and (b)a measured emission spectra measured in Saclay[19].

Parameter Value

Base polyvinyl toluene

Light output, Anthracene 64 %

Rise time 0.9 ns

Decay time 2.1 ns

Light attenuation length (1/e) 210 cm

Wavelength of max emission 425 nm

Table 4.3: A list of the characteristic values of the scintillator in use[20].

Figure 4.20 shows a theoretical and a measured spectra of absorption and emission
wavelength of the wavelength shift fiber in use[19]. The measured values of maxi-
mum absorption and emission wavelength roughly corresponded to the theoretical
values. The fiber change the light wavelength from 425 nm(blue) to 504 nm(green).
The various parameters of the wavelength shift fiber are listed on Table 4.4.
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Figure 4.20: Absorption and emission spectra of the wavelength shift fiber in use.
(a)A theoretical absorption and emission spectra[21] and (b)a measured absorption
and emission spectra measured in Saclay[19].

Parameter Value

Base polyvinyl toluene

Light output, Anthracene 64 %

Rise time 0.9 ns

Decay time 2.1 ns

Light attenuation length (1/e) 210 cm

Wavelength of max emission 425 nm

Table 4.4: A list of the characteristic values of the wavelength shift fiber in
use[21].
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The PMT made by Hamamatsu photonics, model H7546 64-channel multianode
type[18], has been adopted. Decreasing the effects of cross-talk, effective 8 chan-
nels out of 64 channels whose position has never effected each other has been
selected. The characteristic of the PMT is shown in the Table 4.5 and the graphic
representation of its gain and quantum efficiency as a function of light wave length
are shown in Figure 4.21(a),(b).

Parameter Value

Spectral response (nm) 300 to 600 (Max 420)

Gain 3×105

Cathode effective area (mm2) 18.1×18.1

Number of dynode stage 12

Quantum efficiency at 390 nm (%) 20

Anode pulse rise time (ns) 1.5

Cross-talk(with 1 mm optical fiber) (%) 2

Table 4.5: A list of the characteristic values of H7546 64ch PMT[18].

Figure 4.21: Spectra of (a)PMT gain, (b)PMT quantum efficiency of the PMT
in use as a function of light wave length[18].
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Scintillator efficiency

Figure 4.22 shows a result of an efficiency test in Saclay for each scintillator bars.
Measured efficiencies are listed in Table 4.6. By comparison of their efficiencies,
we selected efficient 8 scintillator bars out of the 12. Selected ones are labeled.

Figure 4.22: A comparison of the scintillator efficiencies[19].

Tile number Labeled Efficiency in % Tile number Labeled Efficiency in %

Tile 01 NW 64.3 Tile 07 NE 63.7

Tile 02 SSW 50.7 Tile 08 43.6

Tile 03 SSE 50.4 Tile 09 31.3

Tile 04 43.0 Tile 10 NNE 72.1

Tile 05 39.5 Tile 11 SW 66.2

Tile 06 NNW 67.0 Tile proto SE 56.3

Table 4.6: A list of the result of the efficiency test[19].
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4.2.3 Trigger modules

Figure 4.23 is a picture of trigger NIM modules and HV supply modules mounted
on the AMT rack. A block diagram of this system is shown in Figure 4.24. After
amplified on the PMT, scintillators signals are processed in the following NIM
models. At the first fan-out module, each signal splits into two. One output is
fed to the second Amplifier module for trigger logic while another is fed to one of
FEUs to be sampled. The signal is amplified at the Amplifier by a factor of 10 and
fed to the third Discriminator. Channels which have a signal over threshold can
only send “1” with certain time width to the following Coincidence module. In
general 2-fold coincidence channel is used, but there are also 1 or 3-fold coincidence
channels so far, which is programmable. The final Discriminator is used for tuning
output time window. Thus produced coincidence signal is immediately fed to FEU
boards as an event trigger.

Figure 4.23: A picture of HV power supply modules and Trigger NIM modules.

Figure 4.25 shows a block diagram of the LV and HV power supplies and their
interlock system. The interlock system is required to stop HV automatically to
protect DREAM chips and FEU electronics against some unexpected sparks in the
layers of MicroMEGAS. The HV modules have own inhibit (INH) contact, which
is connected to the LV power supply. When sparks happen, that signal is fed to
the LV power supply quickly. Then, LV supply commands INH of HV supply to
stop applying voltage.
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Figure 4.24: A block diagram of trigger and readout system[22].

Figure 4.25: A block diagram of interlock system[22].
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4.3 Frontend unit electronics

Analog signal from a strip is stored and digitized. A DREAM chip (described in
subsection 5.1.2) can process 64 channels in parallel. 8 DREAMs are mounted
on one frontend unit (described in subsection 5.1.1). Then we have prepared 4
fronted units to process 1432 strips at the same time.

4.3.1 Configuration of FEU board

The frontend unit (FEU) electronics for AMT has been developed in CEA Saclay[23].
A picture of FEU board is shown in Figure 4.26. The FEU board mainly consists
of the DREAM chip, flash ADC, signal connector, optical protection and FPGA
system. Analog signal from a strip is fed to one of the FEUs to be processed.
In the FEU the signal fed to a DREAM through an optical protection to avoid
the risk of damaging the DREAM electronics due to the sparks. The signal is
amplified, shaped and stored on the DREAM. Processed signal is converted to the
digital values on the 12-bit flash ADC. Neighbor 64 strips are grouped together
and fed to a FEU with a micro-coaxial cable. 8 cables are connected to a FEU
board.

Figure 4.26: A picture of the FEU board for AMT.
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4.3.2 DREAM chip

To analyze the signal from the detector, analog signals have to be amplified,
shaped, discriminated and digitized. The AMT readout system has adopted special
ASIC called DREAM chip which has been developed for Clas12 MicroMEGAS Ver-
tex Tracker[24]. The DREAM stands for Dead-timeless Read-out Electron ASIC
for MicroMEGAS, which can perform a dead-time less operation upto several tens
of kilohertz trigger rate as its name suggests.

CKrCKwTriggerReadWriteSerial InterfaceIn Test

SCA & Readout ControlSLOW CONTROLTEST Power on 
Reset

DREAM

512 cells

SCAFILTER

tpeak

CSA

1 channel

64
ADC

Charge range
Discri

inhibit

BUFFER

x64

D

Hit pulse
Hit signal

1

Figure 4.27: A schematic structure of the DREAM chip circuit[25].

Figure 4.27 shows a schematic structure of the DREAM chip circuit. A DREAM
chip integrates 64 channels. Each channel can read each strip of the detec-
tor. The DREAM channel mainly consists of Charge Sensitive Amplifier(CSA),
Shaper(FILTER), Switched Capacitor Array(SCA) and also Discriminator(Discri).
An analog signal is first sent to the CSA to be amplified. The gain is programmable
between 50 pC and 600 fC of a dynamic range. After amplification, signal goes
to a FILTER to be shaped. The peaking time is selectable between 50 ns and
900 ns in sixteen values. The charge range of a CSA and the peaking time of the
Shaper can be changed and selected by Slow control on the chip. This can be
controlled with a serial interface. The output from the Shaper is fed to a SCA to
be continuously sampled and stored on a 512-cell analog memory. The sampling
frequency is also variable from 1 MHz to 50 MHz by the external control. The
external control can select SCA cells marked by the external trigger to be read
out. A 12-bit external ADC at a frequency up to 20 kHz is available to obtain the
signal information. In parallel, the shaped signal is also fed to the Discriminator.
The logical output from the Discriminator of all 64 channels are connected to the
logical OR circuit to make internal trigger pulse.
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Table 4.7 is a list of the main requirements for the DREAM chip. For the detector
signals, DREAM input dynamic range is set to be 200 fC, peaking time value is
set to be 180 ns and sampling frequency is set to 16.7 MHz. The external ADC is
12bit:4096 values. That is, 200 fC is corresponding to 4096 ADC bins. Therefore,
1 ADC bin is corresponding to 0.05 fC, which is, in principle, equivalent to the
charge of 310 electrons. One of the DREAM chips is connected to the scintillator
PMT. Scintillator signals are relatively higher than strip ones. Thus the input
dynamic range of that DREAM chip is set to be 600 fC not to be saturated.

Parameter Value

Number of channel 64

Input dynamic range 50, 100, 200, 600fC, selectable per channel

Peaking time value 50ns to 900ns (16 values)

Sampling Frequency 1MHz to 50MHz

Trigger rate Up to 20kHz (4 samples read/trigger)

Counting rate < 50kHz/channel

Table 4.7: A list of the main requirements for DREAM chip[25].

4.3.3 Event sampling system

All strip signals are continuously pre-amplified, shaped, sampled at 20 MHz and
kept in a circular analog memory as shown in Figure 4.28(a). Because of large-
capacity data, in general the per-channel zero suppression is usually performed as
shown in Figure 4.28(b), (c): at each trigger sampling starts with 16 µs latency. If
the first several samples are above a programmable threshold, all 16 samples are
retained, otherwise empty events are removed. Thus the capacity of the data can
be compressed and a lot of data can be stored in a computer.

In addition, FEUs can implement additional two calculations: pedestal equaliza-
tion, common mode noise correction. The explanation of these calculations is
described below.
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Figure 4.28: Illustrations of data sampling system.[22]. (a)An image of ana-
log circular memory. (b)An image of sampling process. (c)An image of selected
samples over threshold or not.

Pedestal equalization

Due to the PCB configuration, each strip has a different length. Thus each strip
has a different electrical offset called pedestal. The pedestal offsets have to be
removed for an accurate data analysis. After equalization and subtraction of these
pedestals, offsets of all channels are equalized flatly around baseline. This pedestal
equalization is done by a special pedestal run with a constant or random trigger.
After taking 1000 events, 16000 pedestal measurements per channel are given be-
cause 16 samples are taken in each event per channel. From this run, pedestal
averages are calculated for each channel to be subtracted from the event data.

Common mode noise correction

Regardless of any signals, the values are fluctuated due to the electrical noise. If
the cause of this noise derives from electrical common mode noise, fluctuations
can be reduced. In case of the common mode noise on the strips, if you pick up
the medians of grouped 32 neighbor channels per each sample, deviations from
the median at a certain sample are turned out to be roughly the same while ADC
values of median of each sample are quite different. In order to apply the common
mode noise correction, the median values of each sample have to be picked up and
subtracted from the event data. Thus, after correction we can obtain relatively
small random noise throughout all time samples.
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4.4 Gas operation

4.4.1 Selected gas mixture

For the AMT detector, gas mixture of Ar and iC4H10(isobutane) were chosen while
the various mixtures, such as He, Ne as a noble gas and CO2 as a quencher gas, are
used in other various experiments. As can be seen in Table 4.8 in Chapter 2, Ar
has lower W-value (average energy expended ion pair formed) and higher energy
loss than those of other noble gases. A lot of primary electrons are expected to
be produced, which leads us to obtain large signal after amplification. Therefore
Ar is often selected as noble gas for mixture. We chose iC4H10 as quencher gas
although high density iC4H10 was designated to be flammable gas while CO2 is
non-flammable. To get high gain with the mixture of CO2, much high electric field
has to be applied in the amplification region. Due to sparks or discharge, which
can occur easily, Bulk-MicroMEGAS would not work well. Therefore iC4H10 was
chosen, which make us possible to get high gain in lower electric field. However in
recent days, so-called resistive MicroMEGAS was developed in CEA-Saclay, whose
anode strips are coated with resistive films to avoid unwanted sparks on the strips.
ATLAS in CERN has been used it for their requirements. Since expected signals
in ATLAS experiment should be high flux rate, high electric field was required
to count all signals without any dead time. This technique enabled to allow to
energize much higher voltage between mesh and strips with using CO2 as quencher
gas.

Gas Rate(%) Use Comment

Ar:iC4H10 95:5 The gain test non-flammable gas

Ar:iC4H10 90:10 The experiment flammable gas

Table 4.8: The list of gas mixture rate.

4.4.2 Gain of the MicroMEGAS

It is general to use a 55Fe X-ray source for the gain determination of the gaseous de-
tector. When the 5.9 keV X-ray from the source is injected into the MicroMEGAS,
it ionizes the Ar atom by freeing a K-shell electron. Because the binding energy
of the K-shell electron is 3.2 keV, the electron with a kinetic energy of 2.7 keV
is released. In addition, when the excited Ar atom returns to the ground state
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with a transition of a electron from the peripheral shell to the vacant K-shell, an
auger electron can be released with a probability of 85%. The auger electron have
a kinetic energy of 3.2 keV which corresponds to the binding energy of the K-shell
electron of Ar atom. Therefore total 5.9 keV electrons are released with a proba-
bility of 85%, which lose all of their energy in the Ar gas. On the other hand the
rest of 15 % creates 3.2 keV characteristic X-ray. Because it doesn’t interact with
any electrons, the kinetic energy of the released electrons becomes 2.7 keV with a
probability of 15 %.

Since the W value of Ar atom is 26 eV, the number of primary electrons can be
calculated as

Number of primary electrons =
5.9× 103 eV

26 eV
(4.6)

∼ 2.3× 102 (4.7)

If we know the number of amplified electrons calculated from the detected charges,
the gain of the MicroMEGAS is obtained as

gain =
Number of amplified electrons

Number of primary electrons
. (4.8)

In the previous experiment, the gain of the AMT was measured as 1 × 104 with
Ar : iC4H10 = 95 : 5 gases, the drift voltage: −800V and the mesh voltage: −450V,
although we have not measured the gain for the practical AMT condition (drift:
-1600V, mesh: -470V with 10% iC4H10). The gain information is listed on Table
4.9.

Parameter Value

AMT gain 1× 104

Mesh voltage -400 V

Drift voltage -800 V

Gas flowing Regularly (1 atm)

Table 4.9: A list of parameters in the gain test of the AMT.
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4.4.3 Gas flowing system

Figure 4.29 shows a diagram for the Gas flowing system of AMT. The gas flowing
system consists of Switching, Pressure regulator, Flowmeter, Bubbler. The gas
pressure from the bottle is tuned adequately by Manometers. At the Switching,
Mixed gas is selected for the AMT experiment while Nitrogen gas is sometimes
used for cleaning and purging the MicroMEGAS detector volume. The gas pressure
is regulated again, and finally gas flow rate is tuned to around 5 liters per hour.
Regulated gas goes along the RED arrow in the Figure 4.29. After going through
the layers, the gas goes into the liquid in the Bubbler OUT. When gas is flowing,
bubbles are formed continuously in the liquid.
However, if somewhere inside layers gets clogged, the gas goes along the BLUE
arrow to the Bubbler IN. To see some bubbles in the Bubbler IN, that is to say,
there is a problem in the gas system.
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Figure 4.29: A diagram of the gas flowing system of AMT.
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Figure 4.30 is a picture of gas flow and regulator panel mounted on the AMT rack.
The mixed gas which contains Ar and iC4H10 is flowing inside layers continuously
to keep gas fresh. If the gas is not flowing, produced positively charged Ar ions
are collected on the mesh and cathode. This cause the decrease of the electric
field, which leads to a discharge or decrease of a signal detection efficiency of
MicroMEGAS.

Figure 4.30: A picture of gas flow and regulator panel mounted on the AMT
rack.
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Chapter 5

Vertex reconstruction process

In this chapter, a procedure of the vertex reconstruction is described in detail. In
section 5.1, we explain how to obtain cluster information from strip signal, which
is called “clusterization”. In section 5.2, a further discrimination applied for the
antihydrogen experiment using CUSP trap is described. In section 5.3, a tracking
method using Kalman-filter is described. In section 5.4, a vertex determination
using POCA method is described. By using this algorithm, we finally obtained
the 3-dimensional vertex positions. The results is described in chapter 6.

5.1 Clusterization

A charged particle which passes through the AMT generates an avalanche of sec-
ondary electrons in the amplification region, and deposits electric charge to several
anode strips. These strips are grouped together and called a “cluster”. A cluster

Figure 5.1: An example of strip signals of a cosmic ray event.(1 time sample: 48
ns, 1 ADC unit: 0.05 fC.
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has various information such as how many strips belong to one cluster, what the
total amount of charge is in one cluster, which strip has the maximum signal at
what time and so forth. Since all this information has characteristic values of the
event of a flying particle, it is useful to analyze them to estimate the position
passed by a particle and to distinguish a signal from electric noise. Analysis to
form clusters from signals on strips is called “clusterization”.

Figure 5.1 shows an example of strip signals of a cosmic ray event. The pedestal
and the common mode noise correction are subtracted. Each line in the figure
represents individual strip signal in AMT. As explained in chapter 4, DREAM
records the charges on the strips in digitized value consecutively with a fixed time
interval. In this example, we recorded the signal for the period of 32 time samples
in ADC unit (sampling frequency was 48 ns), but in the experiment we recorded
for 16 time samples (sampling frequency was 60 ns). 1 ADC unit was 0.05 fC.

5.1.1 Definition of the specific values

Cluster size

In Figure 5.1, neighboring 64 strips are displayed on the same window so that we
can see easily how many strips are active in one event. Figure 5.2 shows an image
of cluster size. The number of the active strips in one cluster is called cluster size.

Strip ID
Size : 3

 event event

Size : 4

Am
pl
itu
de

Figure 5.2: A schematic drawing of an image of the cluster size.

Figure 5.3 shows specific values during clusterization.

Strip max amplitude

From a comparison of each time sample of one strip in one cluster, the largest
ADC value is found, which is called “Strip Max Amplitude”. The range of the
amplitude of particle event should be from 100 to more than 1000 ADC units on
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12-bit DREAM chip with dynamic range of 200 fC, while in case of electric noise
the amplitude should be much lower. Those low signals are due to the fluctuation
of electric noise.

Max sample time

As seen in Figure 5.1, all time samples of cosmic event have reached maximum
around 6 (in units of time samples) while in case of random noise its samples would
have no peak pattern and independent of the time. A time which has the largest
ADC values among recorded 16 samples is called “max sample time”.

Max strip time

the extremum time calculated by quadratic function by fitting three samples
around max sample is called “max strip time”.
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Figure 5.3: Image of strip amplitude, max sample time, max strip time.
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Figure 5.4: Image of time over threshold.
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Time over threshold (TOT)

Figure 5.4 shows an image of time over threshold. We set a threshold level at a
little bit above the baseline noise. A time over threshold is defined as a duration
of signal above threshold. Signals which have a too long or short TOT might be
noise to be ignored.

Cluster position

Figure 5.5 schematically shows the way to extract the cluster position which the
particle had passed through. In the case where the cluster size is one, the position
is where the hit strip is located. In the case where the cluster size is more than
one, the position is obtained from the averaged position of strips in the cluster
weighted by each strip’s strip amplitude.
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Figure 5.5: A schematic drawing of an images of the clusters position in case of
cluster size 1(a) and 3(b).

5.1.2 Cluster finding on each projection

Cluster position determination

1. When triggered, 16 time samples are sampled for each strip, and the pulse
is recorded in ADC values.
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2. The maximum pulse height among 16 samples is defined as Max Strip Ampli-
tude(MaxStripAmpl). Due to the electric noise, strips are fluctuating around
baseline values every time. Then RMS (root mean square) of the ADC values
can be defined.

3. If MaxStripAmpl ≥ σ × RMS, it is recognized as “signal”, otherwise is
ignored. The σ is the threshold level of the discriminator.

4. When signal is found on the strip, the neighboring strips are processed
whether their signal is above the discriminator threshold.

5. Then the number of active strips is defined as “cluster size”. For each strip
in a cluster the strip ID and the sum of amplitudes are also recorded.

6. For each cluster, a weight averaged cluster position, X, is calculated as

X =
iAi + (i+ 1)Ai+1 + (i+ 2)Ai+2 + · · ·

Ai + Ai+1 + Ai+2 + · · ·
=

∑
i iAi∑
i Ai

(5.1)

where i is the strip ID and Ai is the maximum pulse amplitude of strip i.

7. Then the position of the cluster is determined for each projection of C and
Z strips.

Cluster merging

Figure 5.6 shows one of the possible signal distributions. Flying charged particle
should make one cluster on each projection. But sometimes some strips in the
cluster may not produce signal above threshold due to any strip problem, noise or
inhomogeneous propagation of electrons. (a) shows that two clusters are produced
from one charged particle. The clusters have to be merged as shown in (b). In the
following steps, we can judge clusters if they have to be merged or not.

1. When we define i, j as the different cluster IDs, Xi,j as the cluster position
of cluster i, j and d as a certain distance, if |Xi − Xj| < d, we judge those
clusters as one cluster. we typically define the d as 10 strips.

2. Then new merged cluster position is defined as averaged position of the
original clusters.

3. After all, more realistic cluster distribution is obtained. Characteristic pa-
rameters of each merged cluster, such as cluster size, total amplitude and so
on, are also redefined as the sum of original parameters of clusters.
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Figure 5.6: A schematic drawing of an image of merged cluster. (a) before
merged. (b) after merged.

5.1.3 Clusters matching between inner and outer layer

In the following, we find a combination of a cluster on inner layer and a cluster on
outer layer. Then we judge which combination is most likely. A true track should
be going through almost the same region on both layers, so that we should have a
cluster in each layer which has roughly the same coordinate.

Matching of Z clusters

We have 4 scintillator bars between two layers along Z direction. We know that
the position of each scintillator bars and also strip numbers covered with each
scintillator bars, as shown in Table 5.1. In order to match clusters between inner
and outer layer, we take the following steps.

1. First a cluster finding algorithm is applied on the Z strip signals.

2. Then starting with the outer layer, the cluster position overlap with trigger
scintillator area is determined.

3. The algorithm finds a cluster within the same region in inner layer. Then a
possible combination is determined.

4. Such an algorithm can be applied to all clusters in the Z projection.

Matching of C clusters

In the next steps, we apply the following selection to the C clusters. Although
there is no scintillators along the C strip, the principle is a similar way.
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Scintillator bar label Outer layer strip Inner layer strip

NW 0-70 0-60

NNW 70-140 60-120

NNE 140-220 120-190

NE 220-290 190-250

Table 5.1: Trigger scintillators and corresponding inner and outer layer strips
IDs.

1. In the case of a real track, the cluster position difference on two layers should
be within 10 strips along C direction. So we set a typical value for the cut
as 10 strips.

2. If there is a suitable cluster on both layers after Z and C selections, the 2D
coordinates (C, Z) of each clusters are determined.

3. The possible cluster combination is called “hit pair”. We can make tracks
with hit pairs after 3D coordinate conversion and further selection described
in the following subsection.

5.1.4 3D coordinate conversion of clusters position

In the following, we transform its coordinate from 2D detector strip coordinates
(C, Z) into 3D position coordinates (x, y, z) as shown in Figure 5.7.
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Figure 5.7: A schematic drawing of 3D conversion.
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Now we have a cluster position along Z and C, which is expressed as the number of
strips from the first strip(Nz, Nc). Furthermore the radius(R) of each layer and the
pitch size of strip(d) are already defined geometrically. Therefore the arc length(s)
can be calculated by

s = Nzd. (5.2)

With the angle(φ) at the circumference, the arc length is also defined as

s = Rφ (5.3)

so that

φ =
s

R
=

Nzd

R
. (5.4)

Therefore 3D position in Cartesian coordinates can be expressed as

x = R cosφ = R cos(Nzd/R) (5.5)

y = R sinφ = R sin(Nzd/R) (5.6)

z = Ncd. (5.7)

5.2 Discrimination for the CUSP experiment

Figure 5.8 shows an illustration of two additional selections which is applicable to
CUSP experiment. Among the possible cluster combinations, angular difference
dφ between φ1 and φ2 hit coordinates is measured. In case of pion track coming
from around the centre of axis position, the angular difference in the hit coordinates
should be very small. In order to remove other fake tracks which have a large dφ,
an additional selection like dφ < φ0 is applied. The φ0 can have a small value,
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250φ2

φ1

Figure 5.8: An illustration of dφ and dz.
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depending on the data condition. Furthermore position difference dz along z-axis
is also measured and dz < z0 is applied as another additional selection. The z0
can also have a small value which depends on the pion impact angle.

In this analysis the φ0 discrimination is set to 0.05 radian which corresponds to
4 mm arc length. In case of pions released from antiproton annihilation at the
centre of axis of the cylinder, ds = 4 mm is a very loose value. It is expected that
the cluster position difference of the real pion track between two layers along C
strip shouldn’t be farther than the order of mm.

Furthermore the z0 discrimination is set to be 10 mm in distance which corresponds
to 45◦ impact angle of traks. Tracks whose impact angle is more than 45◦ should
be improbable.

Thus the candidates of the possible hit pairs are well optimized for the CUSP
experiment and finally we can make tracks with these hit pairs.

5.3 Tracking method

Once hit pairs are selected, tracks can be fitted with a Kalman-filter method[26,
27]. Using the Kalman-filter, a particle state including spacial vectors, momentum
vectors, charge and mass of the particle, is initialized on the outer layer of the
detector, and an initial direction of a track in three dimension is assumed. Here
we assume a spatial vector which points from the hit position in the outer layer
to that in the inner layer. Then the particle state is evolved from the outer layer
until the particle reaches the inner layer by solving the equations of motion in
three dimension. At this point the calculated particle position can be compared
with the measured inner layer hit position, and a correction can be applied using
the Kalman-filter equations. The procedure can be repeated backwards, that is,
from the inner layer to the outer layer for some number of time, until the required
position determination is fulfilled.

5.4 Vertex determination using POCA

Figure 5.9 shows a vertex reconstruction from two tracks. After the fitting pro-
cedure of a track with Kalman-filter method is finished, recorded events with at
least 2 tracks are further processed. All the tracks are propagated through the
whole detector in three dimensions. For each pair of tracks, the point of closest
approach (POCA) and the closest approach distance (dPOCA) of the pair is deter-
mined. Good two track combination should have a small POCA distance. In this
analysis a discrimination of POCA distance is set as dPOCA < 1 cm. This means
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that only when the POCA distance is smaller than 1 cm, the POCA is accepted
as a realistic vertex of tracks.

2 tracks

dPOCAVertex (POCA)

Figure 5.9: An illustration of an image of the POCA method. The red lines are
the tracks. The blue dot is the POCAs. The distance, dPOCA, between two tracks
and POCA are defined.

5.5 Configuration of the processed data

Processed data is sent to the data acquisition PC and stored. The format of
the data is fdf (Feu Data File), which is a raw binary file containing full pulse
information. For the following analysis, the data is converted into the following
two files based on ROOT[28].

FirstCycle

The goal of FirstCycle is to reduce the size of data by extracting parametrized
pulse height, pulse width, pulse time, time-over-threshold, strip ID information
for each channel. During the process the pedestal subtraction, common mode
noise correction, zero-suppression and channel masking on demand are applied to
the data.

SecondCycle

The reduced data from FirstCycle is processed further in a SecondCycle, where
cluster finding algorithm (details provided in the previous sections), trigger logic,
hit pairing, tracking and vertex finding is applied on the data. Finally, histograms
are produced from the obtained variables.
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Chapter 6

Experimental results

In this Chapter, the experimental results of AMT are shown and discussed. In
section 6.1, results taken in the cosmic ray measurement are described. In section
6.2, results taken in the antiproton trap measurement are described. In section
6.3, a result of a calibration measurement is described.

6.1 Cosmic ray measurement

We performed a cosmic ray measurement for the two purposes: checking the behav-
ior of the AMT using cosmic ray; determination of discrimination level to reduce
electric noises. Because the AMT was installed into CUSP trap for the first time,
it was necessary to check the correct behavior of the AMT before the beamtime
on 2014. Also we had to check the behavior of electric noises on the strips which
could disturb the vertex reconstruction.

During the measurements the candidates of charged particles coming to the AMT
were expected to be (a)muons in the cosmic ray, (b)electrons/positrons in the cos-
mic ray and (c)electrons produced by a multiple scattering of a cosmic particle.
However since the AMT has been thickly covered with a solenoid magnet and its
magnetic shield, the rate of muons coming to the AMT might be lower than ex-
pected. On the other hand the rate of the multiple scattering should be increased
due to the heavy-metal apparatus covering the AMT.
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6.1.1 Condition of the measurement

Table 6.1 shows the experimental condition of the cosmic ray measurement. The
measurement was continued for 24 hours to accumulate the data sufficiently. This
is because the rate of the cosmic ray was not so high. During the measurements, the
magnetic field had been switched off. The mixed gases had been flowing regularly.
The mesh and the drift voltages of each layer were -450 V and -800 V, respectively.

Parameter Values

Measurement duration time 24 hours

Magnetic field OFF

Gas flowing Regularly (1 atm)

Mesh voltage of each layer -450 V

Drift voltage of each layer -800 V

Table 6.1: A list of the condition of the cosmic ray measurement.
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6.1.2 Clusters distribution

Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 show cluster position distributions on the inner layer(Rmin)
and the outer layer(Rmax), respectively. We have two projections on each layer. C
projection has 448 curved strips along circumference. Z projection has 248(Rmin),
288(Rmax) straight strips which are lined along Z direction(described in 4.3 in de-
tail).
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Figure 6.1: Cluster position distributions on (a)RminZ and (b)RminC in the
cosmic ray measurement.
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Figure 6.2: Cluster position distributions on (a)RmaxZ and (b)RmaxC in the
cosmic ray measurement.

The RminZ cosmic ray distribution shows a reduced number of clusters around
strip ID 20-40, which is due to electrical noise problems in these channels. This
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does not put any principle problem in the case of antiproton annihilation vertex
distribution, it only means that these electric channels are present as “bad chan-
nels” or “dead area”. On the other hand RminC has a flat distribution. This is
due to a symmetric layout of the C strips.

On Rmax layer, the both projections have a hot channel on the edge of the layer.
Due to the mechanical connection the edge seems to be affected by the electric
noise. They should be a fake cluster which have to be removed for the following
analysis.

6.1.3 Determination of discrimination level

Signal pulse height maximum time and time over threshold

Figure 6.3(a) shows a 2D histogram between signal pulse height maximum time
and time over threshold (TOT) on RmaxZ taken by the cosmic ray measurement.
When charged particles produce detectable signals in the AMT the signal pulse
height maximum time and time over threshold has a characteristic value, while the
electric noise produces rather random pulses with random pulse height maximum
time and time over threshold values. As seen in the Figure, most of the clusters
were likely to have the cluster pulse height maximum time around 5 and the cluster
TOT between 2-12. Otherwise clusters which have too short or too long cluster
pulse height maximum time and TOT should be made by the electric noises. Those
should be removed. Therefore we finally determined the discrimination level as
3 < time < 7, 2 < TOT < 12. With these discriminations the events within a
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Figure 6.3: 2D histograms of signal pulse height maximum time and TOT
(a)before selection and (b)after selection.
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square shown in Figure 6.3(b) were remained.

With the determined discrimination the hot channel on Rmax shown in Figure
6.2 was reduced significantly. Obtained the new cluster position distributions of
Rmax layer are shown in Figure 6.4. As can be seen in the RmaxZ distribution,
there are four bumps at the same interval of the strips region. They are due to
the noise pattern in the detector strips, and the 4-fold structure reflects the four
FEU cables used to read out the Z strips.
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Figure 6.4: cosmic ray cluster position distribution on (a)RmaxZ and (b)RmaxC.

6.1.4 2D mapping of clusters position distribution

Figure 6.5 shows a 2D mapping of cluster position distribution on (a)Rmax layer
and (b)Rmin layer. In every triggered event we have clusters on both C and Z
projections. Then the cluster detector strip coordinate (C, Z) is determined and
plotted on a two-dimensional map. We can see both efficient regions and inefficient
regions, which are due to some low-efficient strips.

When a charged particle goes through the AMT, a scintillator bar gets active
and Rmax and Rmin should have a cluster at the same time. The active strips
should be located on the area covered by the active scintillator bar. Therefore it
is important for a demonstration of the AMT performance to check the triggered
events which have clusters on an expected region of both layers. Figure 6.6 shows
a 2D position mapping when NNE scintillator bar is triggering. In both layers
obviously the area overlapped with NNE bar is active and counts more than other
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areas. This indicates that the most triggered events are expected to be real charged
particle events rather than fake events caused by noises..
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Figure 6.5: 2D mappings of cluster position distributions on (a)Rmax layer and
(b)Rmin layer.

Figure 6.6: 2D mappings of cluster position distributions after selection on
(a)Rmax layer and (b)Rmin layer. The black lines are the rough boundaries of
NNE scintillator bar.
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6.2 Antiproton annihilation measurement

6.2.1 Condition of the measurement

We have trapped antiproton plasma at 3 different positions in the trap with-
out any positrons. During the measurements antiprotons were trapped at (a)U5,
(b)U7 (c)U9 electrode for 600 s. During trap measurement, the AMT detector
was recording pion tracks hit signals from annihilation events. In the following
sections the data will be discussed with figures.

Antiprotons were injected into the CUSP trap with 150 eV kinetic energy, and
were captured and cooled for the first 30 s. Then they were trapped in an elec-
trostatic harmonic potential with electrons. The cooled antiproton cloud behaves
as a non-neutral plasma. The shape of the antiproton cloud was expected to be a
spheroid. Because there were no positrons trapped in the trap, antiprotons were
able to be annihilated with only residual gases at around the center-axis where they
were trapped. After the confinement for 600 s, antiprotons were extracted to the
upstream side. Various parameters of the measurement condition are summarized
in Table 6.2.

Parameter Values

Injection energy of p̄s 150 eV

Cooling time 30 s

Confinement time 600 s

Extraction time 10 s

Estimated number of e−s 3×107

Trapped positions U5, U7, U9

Magnitude of magnetic field 1.5T, 2T, 1.5T

at the center of harmonic potential

Gas flowing Regularly (1 atm)

Mesh voltage of each layer -470 V

Drift voltage of each layer -1600 V

Table 6.2: A list of the condition of the antiproton trap measurement.
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6.2.2 Event rate

Figure 6.7 shows the event rate of the AMT detector for the U7 trap measurement
U7. The bin size was set to be 1 s. Thus the number of events per 1 s can be
extracted from the figure. Here the event is defined as triggered count of the AMT
with 2-fold or more coincidence.

As seen in this histogram, the event rate increased suddenly as high as several
kHz and decreased suddenly as background level after a few minutes. This reac-
tion of AMT was obviously synchronized with the phase of the antiproton trap
measurement. This means that the event rate increased just after the injection
of antiprotons into the CUSP. Then the event rate decreased gradually while an-
tiprotons were trapped because the antiprotons were constantly collided with the
residual gases and annihilated. This resulted in decreasing the number of trapped
antiprotons. Furthermore there was a sharp peak at the end. The reason can
be explained as the signal of antiproton annihilations when extracted antipro-
tons were diverged and annihilated all together on the wall of the MRE. We can
conclude that our AMT was able to detect pions caused by the antiproton anni-
hilations around several kHz and the event rate decreased over time as expected
and consistent with other detectors.
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Figure 6.7: A distribution of the event rate during the annihilation of p̄s for 600
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6.2.3 Scintillators multiplicity

Figure 6.8 shows the difference of signals of one of the PMT between (a)the cosmic-
ray measurement and (b)the antiproton annihilation measurement. The AMT has
eight scintillator bars to provide a trigger. A trigger signal was generated by any
scintillator signal above the preset threshold. In both measurements the event
which had a 2-fold coincidence or more was triggered. When there was a trigger,
all eight PMT signals are recorded. A scintillator had a signal around baseline of
the ADC values when there was an event triggered by the other scintillators. Thus
in Figure 6.8(a) there was a peak below 600 ADC which was the baseline ADC
value of the non-active PMTs. Just above 1000 ADC, there was another peak.
The peak was only visible in case of very low-rate cosmic ray detection, it was
not present during high-rate antiproton annihilation detection, which suggested
that it was created by some effect related to very low-rate signals. Then we set a
software threshold at 900 ADC (Red line) for the trigger condition of the cosmic-
ray measurement.

In the antiproton measurements the PMT signal distribution was shown in Figure
6.8(b). From the result of the cosmic ray measurement, we set the preset threshold
to be 600 ADC (Red line) to remove the baseline values.
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Figure 6.8: Distributions of NNE scintillator’s PMT signal during (a)cosmic ray
and (b)antiproton trap measurement.

Figure 6.9 shows the difference of the multiplicity of the AMT scintillators between
(a)the cosmic-ray measurement and (b)the antiproton annihilation measurement.
The multiplicity means the number of active scintillators for one event. Muons in
the cosmic-ray passing through the AMT make two scintillators active in principle.
In fact as shown in Figure 6.9(a), the most probable multiplicity seems to be two.
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This indicates that the AMT detected signals of cosmic ray correctly.

The number of released pions has been expected to be around 2-4[29]. From the
antiproton measurement, the most probable observed multiplicities was 3 or 4, as
can be seen in Figure 6.9(b).

From these results of cosmic and antiproton measurement, our scintillator bars
clearly observed the annihilation reaction in CUSP trap.
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Figure 6.9: Scintillator multiplicity distributions of cosmic ray and antiproton
trap measurement.
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6.2.4 Distribution of clusters

Figure 6.10 shows cluster size distributions in the 4 readout projections. As seen in
this figure, most clusters seem to have cluster size of 1: electric charges are induced
on only one strip. This can be explained by the expectation (from simulations
with Garfield++[30]) that a typical size of electron avalanche in the amplification
region is smaller than the strip width. In addition, there is a clear difference
of cluster size tendencies between C and Z projection. From a comparison of
C and Z distribution, the cluster size of C projection contains relatively larger
components than that of Z projection. It is expected that pions released from
antiproton annihilations have large impact angle against C strips because in the
antiproton trap experiment the annihilation due to the collision between antiproton
and residual gases occurred at around the axis and pions are released isotopically
from there. Therefore it is a natural result that the cluster size of C projection is
larger than that of Z projection.
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Figure 6.10: Cluster size distributions of 4 projections.
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Figure 6.11(a) shows distributions of strip maximum pulse height amplitude in all
clusters of the 4 projections. They are expressed as ADC unit. From a comparison
of the 4 projections, there is not so much difference among them. Most signals
are around several hundreds in ADC unit. Due to the limitation of dynamic range
around 4000 ADC, there is a peak at the end because of the saturation. It can be
assumed that there was no deficiency on any projections, that is, the 4 projections
were all in the same efficiency.

Figure 6.11(b) is a distribution of Max strip time of all strips in all clusters. All
the 4 projections had roughly the same distribution. This result indicates that
the DAQ system performed in good synchrony with the trigger and timing. Also
electric noise was negligible.
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6.2.5 Clusters matching between inner and outer layer

When we suppose a cluster on Rmax, there should be a cluster on Rmin as well
due to the small distance between outer layer (Rmax) and inner layer (Rmin).
The coordinate of the cluster is expected to be similar as that on Rmax. An
actual detected cluster distribution is shown in Figure 6.12. The created clusters
positions (strip coordinates of each projection) on both layers are expressed as
2D histogram of Rmax as x-axis and Rmin as y-axis. As seen in C projection of
Figure 6.12(a), there are many clusters making a diagonal line of 2D histogram.
This indicates that two clusters on both layers in one event have roughly the same
coordinates on C projections. Also as seen in Z projection of Figure 6.12(b), there
is, of course, a similar distribution although the number of strips of RmaxZ and
RminZ covering a region is different. It is concluded that the most of clusters
created by the same particle have similar coordinates.

A track produced by connecting those coordinates can be a candidate of a realistic
track of a particle. On the other hand a pair of clusters with a long distance
should make unrealistic track because those pairs are not likely to be real particle
tracks. From the two distributions, most of the events seem to have an ideal cluster
condition to successfully fit a particle track.
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6.2.6 Tracking of the clusters

After finding cluster pairs, we made tracks by fitting a line using Kalman-filter.
Because actual tracks of charged pions were curved due to the magnetic field,
we had to apply the Kalman-filter algorithm to hit pairs as a curved line fitting.
However at the moment we had been under development of the algorithm which
included the effect of the magnetic field. Then by assuming that the effect of the
magnetic field should be low because most tracks of pions are expected to have
large momenta, we used the algorithm to fit tracks with a straight track model.

Figure 6.13(a) shows a histogram of the number of tracks in each event. The
number of pions released from antiproton annihilation was expected to be 2-4.
But there were, nevertheless, 0 or 1 track events as can be seen in the figure.
Those were due to missing a cluster on any projection. Because we were not able
to fit tracks if a cluster was missed, those events resulted in 0 or 1 tracks. From the
figure we found that the rate of those events were 80%. The 20% have at lease two
tracks and should have at least 1 POCA. During the analysis of annihilation data,
track and vertex findings were only executed in case there were at least 2 clusters
in each projection; this method was employed in order to make the analysis faster.
Figure 6.13(b) shows a histogram of the number of POCAs in each event. As
described above, the 80% of all events resulted in 0 POCAs. When we define n
as the number of tracks, the number of POCAs is calculated as nC2. Thus in the
figure, events having 1, 3, 6 POCAs can be seen, otherwise events having 2, 4, 5
can not be seen.
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Figure 6.14 is two examples which illustrate: (a)some good 2 hit-pairs make re-
alistic POCAs at the center; (b)on the other hand, some of hit-pairs still make
unlikely POCAs although they were correctly processed by the algorithm which
contain various selections. The coordinates of the colored dots in the figure are
some of the actual data taken in the experiment. From tens of thousands of
correctly-processed events, a 3D histogram which contain all obtained POCAs are
created, as shown in the following section.
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6.2.7 3D mapping of reconstructed vertex distribution

As shown in Figure 6.15, we finally obtained a 3-dimensional mapping of recon-
structed vertex distribution for the U7 trap measurement by using our current
algorithm. From the distribution we also have 2-dimensionally-converted map-
pings shown in Figure 6.16 (a)the XY mapping, (b)the YZ mapping and (c)the
XZ mapping. The discrimination of the POCA distance, dPOCA < 1.0 cm, has
been applied to the current algorithm. The MicroMEGAS Rmax and Rmin layers
have been also drawn in the XY mapping.
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Figure 6.15: A 3D vertex distribution for U7 trap measurement. The unit is cm.

As seen in the XY distribution, obviously we can see a lot of obtained vertexes at
the center. In order to estimate the reconstruction accuracy of the AMT, the XY
distribution was converted into R distribution shown in Figure 6.17. Its full width
at half maximum (FWHM) can be calculated at 1 cm. This result means that the
AMT system can detect and reconstruct the antiproton annihilation with residual
gases successfully. Also we can say that the accuracy is enough to distinguish an-
nihilation of antihydrogen on MRE at r=4 cm from the annihilation of antiproton
with residual gases on the center axis.

On the other hand, we can also see a halo in the XY distribution. Because the
actual radius of the antiproton cloud was expected to be around 3 mm, the pi-
ons as annihilation products should not be released at a distance from the center.
Therefore the large halo is due to some wrong combinations of tracks.

Furthermore the wrong combinations make unlikely vertexes on a Z distribution.
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In addition, an expansion of the axial size of the antiproton cloud should be con-
sidered on the Z distribution rather than on XY distribution. Because there are
a lot of reasons why there are so many unlikely vertexes, we will discuss some
possible the reasons in the following.

Figure 6.16: The vertex 2D distributions for U7 trap measurement. (a)the XY
mapping, (b)the YZ mapping and (c)the XZ mapping.

Figure 6.17: A vertex distribution shown as a faction of radius.
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An effect of the scattering of pions

A thick stainless chamber and a MRE have been located on a passage of a pion.
Some of pions should be scattered and change their momentum vectors. Those pi-
ons make some tracks whose direction is different from an initial direction. When
the POCA method is applied to those tracks, obtained vertexes should appear on
unlikely positions. This effect have to be considered for both R and Z distribu-
tions.

An effect of wrong combination of secondary electrons with primary
pions

During the interaction of pions scattered in matter, some secondary electrons can
be produced. Those electrons can interact with gases in MicroMEGAS as well and
the signals are read out. When a track made by secondary electron and a track
of primary pion are combined, a fake vertex appeared on unlikely position will be
obtained. This effect have to be considered for both R and Z distributions.

An effect of the magnetic field.

Due to the strong magnetic field along Z-axis, a charged particle moves in a cir-
cular motion. Thus a passage of a released charged pion should be curved. Since
we have not included the effect of the magnetic field in the track fitting algorithm
yet, we can not obtain so precise vertex position. Moreover the eccentricity of the
curvature depends on the pion’s momentum. That is, a slow pion is highly affected
by the magnetic field and make a highly-curved passage. The vertex should appear
on unlikely position. This effect have to be considered for only R distribution.

An effect of trapped antiproton cloud expansion.

The antiprotons are uniformly distributed in the electrons cloud whose shape has
been expected to be a spheroid. Its radial size and axial size depend on the number
of electrons, the potential depth, and the magnetic field where the cloud is trapped.
According to a reference[31], the potential distribution of plasma in electrostatic
field is expressed as

ϕT (r, z) = ϕh(r, z) + ϕs(r, z), (6.1)

where ϕh(r, z) is the external hyperbolic potential, ϕs(r, z) is the self-field potential
of the plasma, r and z are the length from the center of plasma to the boundary.
Furthermore in case of the spheroidal plasma, we can obtain the relation among V0

:potential difference, Ne :number of electrons, a :minor radius of spheroid, α = a/b
:aspect ratio, from the equation of

V0 = ϕT (R,L)− ϕT (R, 0) (6.2)
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where K is a function of a, α and Ne. γ is a function of α. I(ρ, ζ) is a function of
ρ = r/a, ζ = z/a and α. This relation indicates that if three of them, e.g.(V0, Ne, a)
are known, the remaining one(α) can be determined. From the α value, the axial
length of the plasma, b, can be calculated.

From the previous experiment the radius of antiproton cloud, a, and the number
of electrons, Ne, have been estimated to be around 3 mm (at U7) and 3 × 107 ,
respectively. Moreover we define the potential difference between the center and
the edge of harmonic potential, V0, as 50 V. Therefore the axial length of the
electron plasma, b, at U7 has been calculated to be 1.3 cm. Thus the antiproton
cloud is expected to be spread over around 2b ∼ 3 cm along z-axis. Therefore a
vertex distribution obtained from the spheroidal cloud should become blurred.

Short summary

Since the radial size of trapped antiproton plasma is relatively small, a large halo
in the XY distribution is obviously not due to the effect of the actual size of the
cloud. The size of the plasma mainly affected the Z distribution. However the
axial 3 cm cloud should definitely not release any pions at a distance from where
the cloud trapped. Nevertheless as seen in Figure 6.16(b),(c), obtained vertexes
seemed to be located there. They are also not due to the cloud effect but the other
effects like scattered pions or secondary electrons.

When we discuss the resolution of AMT, we have to take into account those effects
separately on XY resolution and Z resolution. So far it is difficult to estimate which
effect is dominant on the resolution. But we can only say that the cloud effect
is smaller than the other effects, such as the wrong combinations of secondary
electrons and the curved tracks due to a magnetic field as discussed above.
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6.3 Calibration of Z-axis

Antiproton trap measurements at U5, U7, U9 were performed. For each mea-
surement, a harmonic potential well was prepared by the MRE. Antiprotons were
trapped in this well. The electric potential distributions of the MRE are shown in
Figure 6.18. Z-axis histograms of vertex distributions obtained from the 3 mea-
surements are shown in Figure 6.19. The histograms have a peak which should
correspond to the center of each electrode. The center of the peak was determined
from gaussian fitting around a top of the peak. From the results, a position relation
between the AMT and the MRE can be calibrated.

Figure 6.18: Electric potential distributions for (a)U5, (b)U7, (c)U9 trap mea-
surements.
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Figure 6.19: Histograms along Z-axis of (a)U5, (b)U7, (c)U9 trap measurements.
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As seen in Figure 6.19(a), there is a symmetric distribution. However in Figure
6.19(b), (c), there are distributions which seem to have asymmetric tails. They
are due to the difference of detector’s solid angle of upstream side and downstream
side for each annihilation.

As seen in Figure 6.20, the AMT covered the electrodes from U10 to U4 for 40
cm. The upstream side solid angle for antiproton annihilations gets smaller with
approaching upstream edge. Thus near the edge, a reconstruction efficiency at
the upstream side is lower than that at the downstream side. The electrode of
U5 is located near the center, while the electrodes of U7 and U9 were located
in a distance from center. Therefore the histograms obtained from U7 and U9
measurements have such a long asymmetric tails.

Figure 6.20: Position configuration between AMT and MRE.
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Chapter 7

Conclusion

We have developed the ASACUSA MicroMEGAS Tracker (AMT) for 3D position
determination of antihydrogen annihilation in the CUSP trap. In 2014, the AMT
was successfully installed in the double cusp magnet. The AMT system consisted
of two layers of half-cylindrical MicroMEGAS, a triggering system, a DAQ system
and an algorithm for the reconstruction of vertices.

In the cosmic-ray measurement, we determined a discrimination level for a reduc-
tion of electric noises and checked the cluster distribution with the discrimination.
When we selected the events which have a coincidence with a triggered scintillator
bar, the events which produced clusters only within the region of the layer covered
with the scintillator bar. The results indicated that we definitely confirmed the
passage of charged particles, which means that the AMT has worked correctly.

From a result of the antiproton trap measurement for 600 s, we succeeded in
detecting pions signals and reconstructed 1 × 104 vertices by using our current
algorithm. Also we confirmed that 65% of the vertices within a circle of r = 1 cm
centered at the z-axis where the antiprotons were expected to be localized. This
result indicates that the AMT system can reconstruct true vertex positions with
a high accuracy. Therefore by using the AMT, we should distinguish two kinds of
antiproton annihilations: at the center with residual gases; on the wall of MRE
resulting from antihydrogen formations.

However the algorithm in use has been under development and has not been in-
cluded effects of the magnetic field yet. Also the various selections in the current
algorithm have to be more optimized for the antihydrogen experiment. After fi-
nalizing the algorithm, we expect to reduce the combinatorial background in the
vertex distribution and therefore improve the resolution of the annihilation vertex
detection.

The AMT will become an important device for monitoring the antihydrogen for-
mations three dimensionally.
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